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Description Description 2024 KZ Connect C313MK, KZ Connect travel trailer C313MK
highlights: Kitchen Island Opposing Slides 34" Fireplace Hutch Theater Seating
How about a nice afternoon of relaxing on the lake and then rinsing off in the 30"
x 36" shower on this Connect travel trailer? After you get clean, you can grab a
fresh change of clothes from the front walk-in closet and dresser in the private
bedroom. The bedroom also has an area prepped for a washer and dryer and a
king bed slide. Out in the main living area, you'll be able to prepare a meal without
much effort at all since this trailer has a three-burner range, a microwave, a 10 cu.
ft. 12V refrigerator, and a kitchen island for more prep space. You can even have
your friends sit on the 70" sofa, theater seating, and booth dinette to chat with you
while you finish the meal. You all will also benefit from the two electric awnings
with LED lights on the exterior. The KZ Connect travel trailer comes with an RV
Airflow System which optimizes the airflow for your air conditioner by increasing
the airflow by an average of 40%. This improves performance, speeds up cooling
times, and reduces noise in your trailer. Some of the other helpful features found
on the Connect are the heated, insulated, and enclosed underbelly, the exterior
docking station, the fiberglass front cap with front windshield, the 82" interior
ceiling height, and the protective front diamond plate. There are some useful
technological features, like the two LED motion-sensor lights, the HDMI and USB
charge, and the multi-media entertainment system with a DVD player. The KZ
Engage is powered by OneControl, and it monitors battery levels and controls
slide rooms, the leveling system, the awning, inside/outside lighting, and the
TPMS prep. Sleeps 5 Slideouts 3

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 0KC222
VIN Number: 4EZTL3328R4110222
Condition: New

Item address 7400 S US HWY 441, 34480, Ocala, Florida, United States
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2024 Kz Connect C313MK $72,178
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